
 

 

Frequently asked Questions – Grease Lock 365 Filters 
 

Can the Grease Lock 365 Hardware fit into an existing hood? 
Filters are sized to fit into standard two inch deep hood channels and can be used to retrofit existing 
hoods. 
 
According to national fire code, don’t I have to hire 3rd Parties to clean my exhaust system anyways? 
No - according to the national fire code, NFPA 96, your exhaust system is required to be inspected on a 
frequent basis (either monthly, quarterly, semi-annually, or annually) which is defined per your cooking 
volume and equipment.  With Grease Lock 365, you can now pass your inspections and post-pone the 
cleaning until your next failed inspections which is conservatively estimated to be a 25% of your current 
frequency (example: if you currently clean your exhaust system quarterly, you may only be required to 
clean your exhaust system annually, or even less frequent, with Grease Lock 365. 
 
How was the filter collection efficiency determined for the Grease Lock 365Filter? 
The filters were tested to ASTM Standard F 2519-05 by an independent third party. The purpose of the 
ASTM Standard is to determine the grease collection efficiency of filters used in commercial kitchens to 
capture grease effluent prior to entering the grease duct. 
 
Are the filters listed to a nationally recognized test standard? 
Yes, UL Standard 1046. 
 
What impact does this present relative to food safety or look of the finished food product? 
In terms of food safety, as the Grease Lock 365 has no real direct contact at all with the finished product 
therewould be no risk. In regards to the look of the finished product there would be no difference at all. 
 
What impact does this have on existing hood certification and insurance coverage? 
Intertek ETL, the 3rd party that listed/certified CaptiveAire’s baffles, wrote the “Listed hoods Acceptance 
Letter” letter that states: “Based on the results of our tests, the relative position of the filters in the hood 
and the construction, and the fact that the filters are constructed of non-combustible materials, it is our 
opinion that the use of the Model FR-217, FR-142 and FR-110 Ellis Fibre Grease Lock 365 Filters in conjunc-
tion with UL1046 and/or ULCS649 listed grease filters in any Type I Listed exhaust hood will not alter the 
hood’s function and operation, or infringe on the existing certification of that hood.” 
 
In the event of a fire, what liability impact does this have for the restaurant? 
This product have been tested, listed and certified to all or more of the same standards that your current 
metal baffles have been subjected to. With that said, the liability should not change at any level. 
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Frequently Asked Questions – continued 
 

What impact does an overused / clogged in the event of a fire? 
During the successful fire testing of the product, it was agreed that the amount of oil on the filter dur-
ing testing should be an extreme amount to provide for a worst case scenario. Therefore, the grease 
loading requirements of .75 lbs per square foot (over 26 oz of oil per filter) would be used for the test. 
That is more than double the grease loading requirements of .3 lbs per square foot that is used in oth-
er fire test for exhaust hoods! In addition, the metal baffle stays clean longer allowing it to perform as 
a better flame barrier like it is designed to do. 
 
Has this issue been formally tested by Ansul or other listing body? 
Tyco, the parent company of Ansul, performed comprehensive fire testing on the Grease Lock 365 Fil-
ters and provided the “Tyco Acceptance Letter” that states: “Based upon the results of the testing per-
formed the filters have no negative effect upon the performance of the fire suppression system. No 
additional fire protection is required.” 
 
Does this filter have any type of certification? 
UL and Intertek ETL has tested and listed the product to the UL Std. 1046 which is the certification that 
all grease filters must pass in order to be used in a commercial kitchen exhaust hood. The “Listing Re-
port - UL Std 1046” is the full testing report. Additional Intertek/ETL certifications to NSF Std 2/ANSI 51 
are also available, which confirm compliance with health & sanitation standards. A full toxicology anal-
ysis from Intertek/ETL was conducted as part of the health & safety standards. 
 
What impact or potential does this pose during installation or use for fibers or material to fall on the 
grill or into the vat? 
The product has been designed to reduce the risk of any of the fibers/materials from falling onto the 
grill or in the fryer. However, in the unlikely event that a fiber/material does fall onto the grill, the 
product has been tested and certified by the 3rd party Intertek ETL to the NSF Std. 2 that addresses 
any product safety question in regards to the toxicology and sanitation requirements for commercial 
kitchen environments.  
 
What occurs relative to capture if the store does not change the filter in a timely manner? 
Like any UL 1046 listed grease filter, there is a chance that if the recommended maintenance of the 
filter is not performed, the grease collection within the filter could increase the airflow resistance 
enough to cause a slight decrease in smoke capture. Based off of field experiences, the cooks will re-
place the disposable filters immediately at that time to maintain a comfortable working environment. 


